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There’s no place like

in Ventura County!

Agent not only knows history of area, but documents it
John Stern,
Barney
Bernard
and Harry
Mahan take
a break
near the
threshing
equipment.
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A lifelong resident of Somis, Gwyn
Goodman knows the area’s history and
enjoys reminiscing with stories of the
triumphs and travails of its early families.
“Many years ago, the Somis area was
where you’d see the busy threshing seasons
for crops such as lima beans and grains,”
said Goodman. “There were large crews of
men working alongside mules and wagons,
trying to finish up before the seasonal Santa
Ana winds blew the rows into zigzagging
lines across the canyons.”
Like many other descendants of local
ranchers and farmers, Goodman still lives
and works in the area, and cites these
pioneers’ hard work and determination as
a sturdy example of what it took to create
such a tightknit community.
“These individuals worked so hard
building their lives, yet enjoyed the
companionship that only comes from
working side by side, while investing all
their energy into becoming independent
area residents,” said Goodman.
With a vast archive of vintage photos
that include subjects with familiar names
such as Mahan, Bernard, McElhaney,
Duncombe and more, Goodman notes that
Somis and Moorpark — once homesteads
with tents and other rustic structures
— have grown into thriving cities, thanks to
the legacy of these families.
One photo of which she is especially
fond is that of her uncle with two other
rugged men, posing staunchly by farm
equipment, cigars in their mouths for jovial
effect.
“They worked together, played together
and had a survivors’ wonderful sense of
humor,” said Goodman.
Other photos in her collection depict
residents on fishing and hunting trips,
participating in a countywide roundup and
going to their first day of school via horsedrawn wagon. According to Goodman, a
real estate agent and owner of Goodman

Lorne Duncombe, the brother-in-law
of John Lowes on the homestead
near Grimes Canyon. The tent houses
they lived in are in the background.
Realty Inc., even many decades after these
photos were taken, Somis still isn’t just a
town, but a way of life. Located in the heart
of a prime agricultural area of Ventura
County, it merges rural with suburban as it
segues gently into Highway 118 to connect
with the city of Moorpark.
Like Somis, Moorpark is a desirable place
to live and work, and, in addition to singlefamily dwellings, it has agricultural property
available for those who wish to partake of

Harry, Arthur and Lila Mahan in 1917 on the first day of school in the Las
Posas Valley.
the country life, but still have access to city
amenities.
Among Goodman’s listings was the
recently sold 4130 Ventavo Road in
Moorpark. An agricultural property with
more than 20 acres including a producing

lemon grove, this is but one of many pieces
of workable land that harkens back to an
earlier time.
To contact Goodman, call 987-6695 or
email ggoodmanrealty@aol.com. On the
Web: www.gwyngoodman.com

